TRIPLE
SUPERCAR
DRIVE
Why choose one
supercar when you can
drive three!

A CTI VI TY

SUPERSTORE

Typically March to November on selected weekday dates, depending on
location. You will spend approximately 1½ hours at the venue with typically
3 miles driving in each car.

Participants
Your instruction will be on a one to one basis and there will be other
participants on the day. Spectators are welcome trackside, children must
be supervised at all times.

Restrictions

Triple
Supercar Drive
If driving one of your dream cars sounds like an amazing experience, then
imagine the buzz once you’ve tripled it. Choose three from an iconic selection,
including the Ferrari 360 and 355, Lamborghini Gallardo, Aston Martin DB9, V8
Vantage, Porsche 996, 997 or 911, Audi R8 or Nissan GT-R. All of these vehicles
have plenty to recommend them, but we can’t guarantee that you will be able to
pick a clear favourite!
Driving a supercar will give you a thrill quite unlike anything you’ll experience
in a ‘normal’ vehicle. Within a couple of seconds, you will be able to feel the
engine respond to every touch of the accelerator and marvel at its high level of
precision design.
This pack includes all the information you need to make the most of your gift
experience, so you’re prepared for what’s in store. Over the next few pages
you can read more about the fabulous cars available for you to drive and the
locations where you can drive them. Take your time and choose your favourites.

• Minimum age is 17.
• Minimum height is 1.52m (5ft). Maximum height 1.93m (6ft 4”).
• Maximum weight is 114kg (18st).
• Participants must hold a full UK or European manual driving licence.
• Your driving licence will need to be presented on the day.
• You may be asked to sign a disclaimer on the day.
Important Information: The person driving the car will be required to sign a disclaimer accepting liability in
the event of damage to the vehicle. The driver will be given an option to purchase damage waiver cover when
booking to minimise their financial exposure should there be an accident. Drivers are under no obligation to
purchase this optional waiver. Full details are available at the time of booking.

Locations
• Anglesea (Ty Croes)
• Cornwall (St Agnes)
• Derbyshire (Castle Donington)
• Devon (Exeter)
• Fife (Lochgelly)
• Gloucestershire (Cirencester)
• Hampshire (Aldershot)
• Hertfordshire (Hemel Hempstead)
• Kent (Canterbury)
• Leicestershire (Loughborough,

Lutterworth, Mallory Park)
• Lincolnshire (Blyton)
• North Yorkshire (Elvington,
Tockwith)
• Oxfordshire (Abingdon, Bicester)
• Staffordshire (Stafford)
• Suffolk (Woodbridge)
• Surrey (Dunsfold*)
• Warwickshire (Stratford-uponAvon)
• Wiltshire (Castle Combe)

Please note: Not all cars are available at all locations. Locations are subject to change as a
result of quality monitoring or due to factors beyond our control.
*A supplement is payable at this location

Experience Information

Availability & Duration

Which car will you choose?
Whether you’re after shape, speed or style, there’s something
to suit any driver’s tastes. The only problem is how will you
decide on just three?!

Ferrari 360
When Ferrari joined forces with an
aluminium producer in the US to create
the space frame chassis for the 360,
they created a structure which was both
10% larger than its predecessor and 28%
lighter. A combination of this lightweight bodywork, new styling and the
revolutionary V8 engine makes the Ferrari 360 one of the most recognisable
and powerful cars around. The engine itself is a work of art, featuring
titanium rods and a flat plane crankshaft which contribute to give the 3.6 litre
behemoth 400bhp and a top speed of over 180mph.

Audi R8
As a relative newcomer to the world of
supercars, the Audi R8 certainly has no
shortage of fans amongst committed petrolheads. With the Quattro permanent all-wheel
drive system, which has become associated
with the manufacturer, the platform is a nod to the Lamborghini Gallardo on
which it is based. However, this car is a triumph in its own right, combining
the aluminium bodywork with cutting edge engine design and plenty of
power underneath the beautifully designed bonnet. The top speed is 187mph
and the 4.2 litre engine will produce a hum which you will never forget.

Aston Martin DB9
The DB9 is one of Aston Martin’s most
critically acclaimed cars, admired by
enthusiasts for its classic interior styling, as
well as the sleek exterior. Under the bonnet
is a 6 litre V12 engine which was originally
designed for the V12 Vanquish and is capable of reaching speeds in excess of
180 mph and accelerating from 0–60 in just over 4 seconds. Add to that the
sheer class and style associated with Aston Martin and you have a car which
is easy to fall in love with.

Aston Martin V8
The Aston Martin V8 Vantage was the
manufacturer’s answer to their customers’
requests for an eight cylinder model, the
resulting popularity made it the company’s
most sought after car for nearly twenty
years. Tadek Marek, the engineer responsible for the V8 engine, earned his
name as one of the most accomplished innovators in motoring. As they were
hand-built in the traditional manner of Aston Martin, the V8 has made its way
into motoring history as one of the most iconic cars of its time.

Lamborghini Gallardo
As Lamborghini’s best-selling model, the Gallardo has won
hearts and minds across the globe since it was first produced
in 2003. Named after a breed of fighting bull, 14,022 of
these incredible vehicles were built during the lifetime of the
model to keep up with the demand for a car which exceeded
all expectations. The V10 engine provides a distinct engine
note and the characteristic body shape makes it instantly
recognisable to anyone with an eye for sleek design.

Nissan GT-R
The GT-R revolutionised the way Nissan was viewed by the motoring world
as it swiftly became one of the most popular cars on both the road and the
track. With a twin turbo, six cylinder engine, the GT-R’s four wheel drive
system makes it unique amongst its counterparts in terms of its design and
advanced engineering. With a top speed of more than 190 mph, the original
production model recorded 0-60 times as low as 3.2 seconds, making this a
car to really be reckoned with.

Porsche 997
Evolving from the previous model, the Porsche 997 offered
small but significant changes to its predecessor. Many of
these were cosmetic, with both the interior and exterior
styling having been changed from that of the earlier models
and the engine having been modified in order to make it
more powerful. The 997 is the most popular Porsche 911 of
all time, selling more than 100,000 in the first two years of its
production and earning rave reviews from motoring journalists
the world over. The sleek design and the top speeds which
approach 180mph make this car one which always impresses.

Jaguar F-Type
The Jaguar F-Type is no ordinary car. For eighty years, the engineers
and designers at Jaguar have refined their craft to ensure that each
model delivers a memorable performance time after time. As the
successor to the renowned Jaguar E-Type, the F-Type is certainly no
exception. While the smooth, almost muscular, exterior is enough to
make jaws drop, the interior consists of the advanced technology and
luxury upholstery you’d only expect from Jaguar. Don’t be fooled by this
car’s impeccably sleek design, however. Under the hood lies a 5 litre V8
engine which churns out a massive 500bhp, allowing the car to reach
0-60mph in just 5.1 seconds. With the ability to annihilate a top speed
of 161mph, extreme speed and power blend harmoniously to create a
furious, yet flawless, drive every time.

TVR T350C

BMW i8
The BMW i8 epitomises 45 years of the remarkable BMW
philosophy. With innovative electric mechanics, this supercar can
reach 0-60mph in a mere 4 seconds and reach a top speed of
155mph with fascinating ease. Meanwhile, two electric motors work
together to generate a magnificent 357bhp, demonstrating the
power capabilities when unleashed on the track. While what’s under
the bonnet of the car is certainly impressive and far friendlier on
the environment than your usual sports car of this calibre, it’s the
exterior design of this car which is truly known for turning heads.
Upon entry to the vehicle, the dihedral doors glide up and outward,
inspired by the elegant movement of a butterfly, and immediately
set the tone for the entire experience.

The outer appearance of
the TVR T350C is certainly
one you’ll have a hard time
forgetting. Although it
certainly makes an impact,
the remarkable design is not without purpose. With a focus
on making the car as aerodynamic as possible, the bonnet
exceeds the usual lengths found on supercars. A remarkable
smooth slope with a dramatic finish, the front nose is virtually
cartoon-like and surreal looking, but highly effective when
it comes to minimal drag and maximum downforce. The
performance stats certainly reflect this, with a whopping
top speed of 190 mph and the ability to reach 62 mph
in 4.4 seconds.

Reading about a car doesn’t even come
close to the reality of getting behind the
wheel, so prepare to narrow down your
choices in order to pick the three renowned
supercars which really appeal to you.

Terms & Conditions
Activity Superstore issues face value vouchers (“Vouchers”) entitling the holder to choose, up to the value stated on or in
the Voucher, one of a range of activities, overnight breaks (“Experiences”) or other products supplied by Activity Superstore
and provided by selected experience providers. From 1 January 2019, the retailer from whom the experience voucher is
purchased is acting as agent for and on behalf of The Activity Superstore Limited and your contract is with The Activity
Superstore Limited who is the issuer of the experience voucher.

Returns

Voucher validity

Insurance

Vouchers are valid until the expiry date shown on your Voucher. Please check the season of any intended Experience, as this
may be shorter than the Voucher validity. You must validate, book and complete your Experience prior to the expiry date,
please note booking lead times apply. The original retailer’s gift or till receipt is required to validate your Voucher. If you
are unable to use your Voucher within the validity period, the Voucher can be extended for a period of six months. A £20
administration fee is payable if you choose to extend your voucher. A Voucher can only be extended once and only after it
has been validated, and must be done while the Voucher is valid. Validated and extended Vouchers cannot be refunded.

Choosing your Experience
This pack is for a Voucher that entitles the holder to any† of the Experiences supplied by Activity Superstore, up to the value
stated, including the Experience/Experiences featured either on the outside of the pack, or in the literature accompanying
your pack. Please note once a date has been booked with an Experience provider your Voucher is no longer available for an
exchange, extension or refund and will be deemed to be used at that point.

Exchanging your Voucher
A Voucher can be exchanged only once for another Voucher(s), up to the face value stated on or in it and subject to certain
restrictions†, without incurring a fee. A difference will be payable if the chosen Experience costs more than the face value
of your original Voucher and the value of your Voucher will be increased. If your chosen Experience is cheaper, we will hold
the difference as a credit against another Experience. The credit cannot be used to pay for the cost of an extension or an
exchange. All credits held will have the same expiry date as the original purchased Voucher. The exchanged Voucher will
carry the same expiry date as the original purchased Voucher. If you wish to combine or merge more than one Voucher
together, as part of the exchange process, then this can be arranged however subject to the following restrictions; You can
merge no more than two Vouchers together; if the Vouchers have different expiry dates then the earlier expiry date is taken
forward onto the replacement Voucher, not the later date; only Vouchers purchased from the same retail chain or website
may be merged together; and you may not merge any Vouchers previously merged or exchanged.

Bookings
In order to enjoy your chosen Experience, you are asked to choose your preferred location then follow the booking
instructions. The original retailer’s gift or till receipt may be required to use your Voucher. You may be required to send your
Voucher to the chosen provider to confirm your booking in advance: if so we recommend you keep a record of your Voucher
number and use registered post, as your Voucher is a valuable document. You should also note that your Voucher must be
presented on the day (unless already sent to the Experience provider), in order to participate in the Experience. If lost, a
Voucher can only be replaced as long as it has been validated and has not been used for an experience already. You may
also be required to pay a deposit to the provider to confirm your booking in advance. This deposit will be credited back upon
completion of your Experience. Please note you may not be able to change your mind once a date has been booked with an
Experience provider.

Cancelling or changing your Experience
If we cancel your Experience, we will tell you as soon as possible, and do our very best to offer an alternative date or location.
If specific celebrities, vehicles or venues are featured but are not available on the day for reasons beyond our control, we will
try to find the best possible replacement. If this is not possible, we reserve the right to cancel your Experience at short notice
and re-book you. We reserve the right to reschedule the timings or location of any Experience owing to unavailability of the
Experience, insufficient numbers making the Experience unavailable, and other factors beyond our control. We reserve the
right to discontinue an Experience, venue, or individual supplier at our own discretion. We will endeavour to offer a suitable
alternative Experience of the same value, however, if not we will refund your Voucher in full. If you decide to book a different
Experience and the price of that Experience exceeds the face value of your Voucher, you will need to pay the difference. We
also reserve the right to make minor changes to your Experience. Examples of minor changes include car specification or
order of Experiences on a particular day. If you need to cancel or change your Experience booking you should contact us
immediately. We will do our best to fill the allocated space, but if we are unable to do so, you may lose your booking. You will
be advised by Activity Superstore if you can rebook through the cancellation cover. If you need to cancel your Experience
because of accidental injury/illness to yourself, or a death in your immediate family you should contact Activity Superstore
as it may be possible to re-arrange your Experience on presentation of a medical certificate.

Standard retailer refund policies apply. Nevertheless returns and exchanges are not available if you have validated your
Voucher; the Voucher is not contained within the gift pack; you have extended your Voucher; used or booked your Voucher;
if the date of the request is after the Voucher expiry date; or if the pack is not in a re-saleable condition. No interest will be
paid on the amount to be refunded.

Where applicable, the price of the Voucher includes the cost of providing you with personal accident insurance cover to
participants aged up to 75 years old. This insurance cover is only included if indicated on your Voucher and is not available
for Experiences that take place outside the UK. Full details of insurance cover are available on request.

Experience availability and timings and locations
The availability and timings are given as a guide only and you may be required to wait between different elements of the
Experience alongside other participants. Locations are subject to change owing to factors beyond our control.

Age, size and health restrictions
For safety reasons, some Experiences have certain size, age and health restrictions. You are required to notify Activity
Superstore and/or the provider of any relevant medical condition. For driving Experiences you will need a full valid UK or
European driving licence (manual) which must have been held for a minimum of one year, unless otherwise stated. Please
note at some locations there is an option to purchase damage waiver insurance on the day of your driving Experience. In
the event of an accident the damage waiver will cover all or part of the damage caused to the vehicle(s) however this will
not cover damage caused by reckless or negligent driving. Further details are available on booking. Our Customer Contact
Centre or the provider can advise of any restrictions at the time of booking.

Description and photography
We have tried hard to ensure that descriptions and illustrations used on the pack, in all our literature and on our website are
accurate, however, photographs are intended to give a general idea of the Experience described, and do not form part of
any contract between you and Activity Superstore.

Weather
Experiences may be cancelled by the Experience provider due to weather conditions, mechanical failure, or for other
reasons beyond our control. If your Experience is cancelled by the Experience provider because of the weather, you will be
able to rebook for a date on which you are able to attend. Activity Superstore is unable to reimburse travel, accommodation
or other incidental expenses incurred by you in attending an Experience which is cancelled for any reason. If you are unable
to travel to your Experience due to bad weather but the Experience still takes place we may not be able to rebook you
without an administration cost.

In case of problems
In case of a problem, please speak to the Experience provider on the day, so they have the opportunity to resolve any
problems there and then. Any other complaints should be addressed with the customer service department at Activity
Superstore, who will address the problem with the experience provider on your behalf.

Contracts (Rights of Third Parties) Act 1999
These terms and conditions do not affect your statutory rights as a consumer, and are governed by and in accordance with
English law. The purchaser and Activity Superstore agree that any problems fall under the jurisdiction of the English courts. All
the clauses and sub clauses in our terms and conditions are independent of each other. If one clause or sub clause is invalid or
unenforceable, this will not affect any other clause or sub clause.
The funds on Vouchers are not covered by the Financial Services Compensation Scheme. In the unlikely event of the issuer
of this product becoming insolvent, some funds on Vouchers may not be available to spend.
The Activity Superstore Ltd, 41-45 High Street, Saffron Walden, Essex, CB10 1AR. Registered no 3319862.
†Please note promotional products, tangible gifts (excluding books) and choice Vouchers are excluded from the list of
exchangeable products.

For the most up-to-date terms and conditions please visit: www.usemygift.com

Registering & Booking
Your Experience
For security reasons, and so you have the most up-to-date
information you will need to register your details and validate your
voucher with us, all you need to do is follow the steps below.
1. Please visit the website stated on the back of your voucher.
2. Enter your activation number and then follow the online
security steps.
3. Once you have registered your details successfully with us
please write down your unique voucher number in the space
provided on the front of your voucher. You will then receive
on screen booking information, which will also be sent to your
e-mail address.
4. Then all you need to do is book your experience and prepare to
have the time of your life!
Please note: This information is correct as of time of printing.
For an up-to-date list of locations and restrictions please visit:

www.usemygift.com

